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1. Introduction

Two fundamental theorems of Linear Algebra [3, p.227 and p.229] assert that
the exactness of certain sequences of linear mappings between modules is equiv-
alent to the exactness of sequences of group homomorphisms between the cor-
responding abelian groups of linear mappings, both results being valid for ar-
bitrary abelian categories [2, p.12; 5, p.128]. The purpose of this note is to
extend these results to the context of semiabelian categories (in the sense of
Palamodov). In particular, the results obtained here are applicable to impor-
tant semiabelian categories occuring in Functional Analysis and Topological
Algebra which are not abelian. As we shall see, the notion of a strict morphism
will play an important role in our discussion.
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2. Preliminaries

Let C be a category [4, 5], Ob(C) the class of objects in C and, for A,B ∈ Ob(C),
let MorC(A,B) be the set of morphisms from A into B; for each A ∈ Ob(C) let
1A be the identity morphism of A.

Let A ∈ Ob(C) be fixed and consider all pairs (L, ℓ), where L ∈ Ob(C) and
ℓ : L → A is an injective morphism in C. If (L′, ℓ′) and (L′′, ℓ′′) are two such
pairs, we shall write (L′, ℓ′) ≤ (L′′, ℓ′′) if there exists a w ∈ MorC(L

′, L′′) making
the diagram

A

ℓ′ ր տ ℓ′′

L′ −→
w

L′′

commutative. In this case w is unique and injective. It is obvious that≤ is a
preorder on the class of all such pairs (L, ℓ). Two pairs (L′, ℓ′) and (L′′, ℓ′′) are
said to be equivalent if (L′, ℓ′) ≤ (L′′, ℓ′′) and (L′′, ℓ′′) ≤ (L′, ℓ′); in this case if
we write ℓ′ = ℓ′w and ℓ′′ = ℓ′w1 (as above), then w and w1 are isomorphisms
and w−1 = w1. In each class of equivalent pairs we shall choose a pair (for
example, by means of Hilbert’s tau-symbol), called a subobject of A; the class
of subobjects of A is an ordered class with respect to ≤ . Dually, one defines
the notion of a quotient of A.

A category C is said to be preadditive [2] if the following axioms hold:

(a) for all A,B ∈ Ob(C), MorC(A,B) is endowed with an abelian group
structure (the identity element of MorC(A,B) will be denoted by OAB);

(b) the composition of morphisms is a Z-bilinear mapping;

(c) there exists an object A in C which is a zero of C, that is, 1A = OAA

(since between two zeros of C there is only one isomorphism, namely, the only
morphism between them, we shall refer to the zero of C, denoted by O).

Let C be a preadditive category and u ∈ MorC(A,B). A pair (L, ℓ), where
L ∈ Ob(C) and ℓ ∈ MorC(L,A), is said to be a generalized kernel of u [5] if, for
each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(D,L)
ℓ∗
−→ MorC(D,A)

u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)

of group homomorphisms is exact, where ℓ∗(ϕ) = ℓ ϕ for ϕ ∈ MorC(D,L) and
u∗(ψ) = v ψ for ψ ∈ MorC(D,A). For (L, ℓ) to be a generalized kernel of u
it is necessary and sufficient that u ℓ = OLB , ℓ be an injective morphism and
Ker(u∗) ⊂ Im(ℓ∗). Among the generalized kernels of u (if they do exist) there
is exactly one which is a subobject of A, denoted by (Ker(u), i) and called the
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kernel of u (i is said to be the canonical morphism). Dually one defines the
cokernel of u, denoted by (Coker(u), j) (j is said to be the canonical morphism).

Let C be a preadditive category such that Ker(u) and Coker(u) exist for any
morphism u in C. For u ∈ MorC(A,B), the coimage of u is defined by Coim(u) =
Coker(Ker(u)) and the image of u is defined by Im(u) = Ker(Coker(u)). If

A
α

−→ Coim(u) and Im(u)
β

−→ B are the canonical morphisms, there is a

unique morphism Coim(u)
u

−→ Im(u) in C so that u = β uα [2, p.5; 5, p.126].

3. Exact Sequences in Semiabelian Categories

Definition 3.1 [8]. A category C is said to be semiabelian if it is preadditive,
Ker(u) and Coker(u) exist for any morphism u in C, the coproduct A ⊔ B of
A, B exists for all A,B ∈ Ob(C) (or equivalently, the product A × B of A, B
exists for all A,B ∈ Ob(C); in this case A ⊔ B and A × B are isomorphic [2,
p.2; 5, p.126]) and u is a bijective morphism for any morphism u in C.

Example 3.2. The following categories are semiabelian, as one may readily
verify [10]:

(a) the category of unitary left R-modules, where R is a ring with a non-zero
identity element [3, Chapter 2] (more precisely, this is an abelian category);

(b) the category of unitary left topological R-modules, where R is a topo-
logical ring with a non-zero identity element [13, §12];

(c) the category of unitary left linearly topologized R-modules, where R is
a topological ring with a non-zero identity element [13, §31];

(d) the category of abelian Hausdorff topological groups [13, Chapter I];

(e) the category of (real or complex) Banach spaces [7, 11];

(f) the category of (real or complex) locally convex spaces [7, 11];

(g) the category of locally convex spaces over a complete non-Archimedean
non-trivially valued field [12];
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(h) the category of bornological R-modules, where R is a topological ring
with a non-zero identity element [9];

(i) the category of (real or complex) convex bornological vector spaces [6];

(j) the category of K-convex bornological vector spaces over a complete
non-Archimedean non-trivially valued field K [1].

For the rest of this note C will denote an arbitrary semiabelian category,

unless otherwise specified.

Definition 3.3. A morphism u in C is said to be strict if the corresponding
morphism u is an isomorphism.

Example 3.4. If A
u

−→ B is an arbitrary morphism in C and (L, ℓ) is a
generalized kernel of u, then ℓ is a strict morphism.

First let us recall that, for a morphism T
t

−→ A in C, we have that t = OTA

if and only if Coker(t) = (A, 1A). Thus, since ℓ is injective, Ker(ℓ) = (O,OOL)
by Proposition 4 of [2], and hence

Coim(ℓ) = Coker(Ker(ℓ)) = Coker(OOL) = (L, 1L).

Now we claim that, if A
j

−→ Coker(ℓ) is the canonical morphism, then
(L, ℓ) is a generalized kernel of j. Indeed, we know that ℓ is injective and
jℓ = OL Coker(ℓ) . Let D ∈ Ob(C) be arbitrary and let ψ ∈ Ker(j∗). Then

there is a morphism D
θ

−→ Ker(j) in C so that ψ = iθ, where Ker(j)
i

−→ A

is the canonical morphism. On the other hand, since uℓ = OLB and Im(ℓ) =
Ker(Coker(ℓ)) = (Ker(j), i), Proposition 4.5 of [10] gives (Ker(j), i) ≤ (Ker(u), γ),

where Ker(u)
γ

−→ A is the canonical morphism. Hence there is a morphism
Ker(j)

w
−→ Ker(u) in C with i = γw and, consequently,

ψ = iθ = (γw)θ = γ(wθ).

Moreover, since (Ker(u), γ) and (L, ℓ) are equivalent, there is a morphism
Ker(u)

s
−→ L in C such that γ = ℓs (because (Ker(u), γ) ≤ (L, ℓ)), and therefore

ψ = γ(wθ) = (ℓs)(wθ) = ℓ(s(wθ)) ∈ Im(ℓ∗).

This proves our claim.
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Finally, by what we have just observed, it follows that (L, ℓ) and (Ker(j), i)
are equivalent, and thus we may write ℓ = iξ, where ξ : L → Ker(j) is an
isomorphism. Therefore we have the sequence of morphisms

L
1L
−→

L

q

Coim(ℓ)
ξ

−→

Ker(j)
q

Im(ℓ)
i

−→ A

such that i ξ 1L = ℓ, which guarantees that ℓ = ξ is an isomorphism.

Definition 3.5. A sequence

A
u

−→ B
v

−→ C

of morphisms in C is said to be exact if (Im(u), β) = Ker(v), where β is the
canonical morphism.

A
u

B
v

C

Im(u)
β

CoKer(u)

A sequence

· · · −→ An
un

−→ An+1
un+1

−→ An+2 −→ · · ·
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of morphisms in C is said to be exact if the sequence

An
un

−→ An+1
un+1

−→ An+2

is exact for each n.

Now we may state the following

Theorem 3.6. For u ∈ MorC(A,B) and v ∈ MorC(B,C), the following
conditions are equivalent:

(a) u is a strict morphism and the sequence

O −→ A
u

−→ B
v

−→ C

is exact;

(b) for each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(D,C)

of group homomorphisms is exact, where u∗(ϕ) = uϕ for ϕ ∈ MorC(D,A) and
v∗(ψ) = vψ for ψ ∈ MorC(D,B).

In order to prove the theorem we shall need the following auxiliary result:

Lemma 3.7. If u ∈ MorC(A,B) is injective and strict, then (A, u) and
(Im(u), β) are equivalent.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let us consider the sequence

A −→ Coim(u)
u

−→ Im(u)
β

−→ B,

A −→ Coim(u) being the canonical morphism. By Proposition 4 of [2], A −→

Coim(u) is an isomorphism (u is injective) and, by the strictness of u, u is an
isomorphism. Thus the morphism

is an isomorphism. Moreover, the equality u = βλ gives (A, u) ≤ (Im(u), β)
and the equality β = uλ−1 gives (Im(u), β) ≤ (A, u). Therefore (A, u) and
(Im(u), β) are equivalent, as asserted.
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Now let us turn to the

Proof of Theorem 3.6. By the definition of injectivity, we have that u is
injective if and only if, for each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)

is exact.

(a) ⇒ (b): The exactness of the sequence

O −→ A
u

−→ B

gives
Im(OOA) = Ker(Coker(OOA)) = Ker(1A) = O = Ker(u),

which implies the injectivity of u. Thus the sequence

O −→ MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)

is exact for each D ∈ Ob(C). Now, let us show the exactness of the sequence

MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(D,C),

whereD ∈ Ob(C) is arbitrary. Indeed, the assumption that (Im(u), β) = Ker(v)
guarantees the exactness of the sequence

MorC(D, Im(u))
β∗

−→ MorC(D,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(D,C),

where D ∈ Ob(C) is arbitrary. If ϕ ∈ MorC(D,A), then

v∗(u∗(ϕ)) = v∗(uϕ) = v∗((βλ)ϕ) = v∗(β(λϕ)) = v∗(β∗(λϕ)) = ODC ,

λ being as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Hence Im(u∗) ⊂ Ker(v∗). On the other
hand, if ψ ∈ Ker(v∗), there is a w ∈ MorC(D, Im(u)) so that

ψ = β∗(w) = βw = (uλ−1)w = u(λ−1w) = u∗(λ−1w),

showing that ψ ∈ Im(u∗). Therefore Ker(v∗) ⊂ Im(u∗), and Im(u∗) = Ker(v∗).

(b) ⇒ (a): By what we have remarked at the beginning of the proof, u
is injective, and hence the equality Ker(u) = O = Im(OOA) guarantees the
exactness of the sequence

O −→ A
u

−→ B.
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Moreover, since the sequence

MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(D,C)

is exact for each D ∈ Ob(C), (A, u) is a generalized kernel of v. Thus u is
a strict morphism by Example 3.4. Consequently, by Lemma 3.7, (Im(u), β)
and (A, u) are equivalent. Therefore (Im(u), β) = Ker(v), which concludes the
proof.

Corollary 3.8 [2,5]. If C is an abelian category, u ∈ MorC(A,B) and v ∈

MorC(B,C), the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) the sequence
O −→ A

u
−→ B

v
−→ C

is exact;

(b) for each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(D,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(D,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(D,C)

of group homomorphisms is exact.

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 since, by definition, every
morphism in an abelian category is strict.

Example 3.9. The condition that u is strict is essential for the validity of
(a) ⇒ (b) in Theorem 3.6.

Indeed, let C be the semiabelian category of abelian topological groups. Let
A be the additive group of real numbers endowed with the discrete topology,
B the additive group of real numbers endowed with the usual topology, u the
group homomorphism from A into B given by u(x) = x, and v the group
homomorphism from B into B given by v(x) = 0. Then A,B ∈ Ob(C), u ∈

MorC(A,B), v ∈ MorC(B,B) and u = u (thus u is not a strict morphism).
Moreover, the sequence

O −→ A
u

−→ B
v

−→ B

is obviously exact. We claim that the sequence

MorC(B,A)
u∗

−→ MorC(B,B)
v∗
−→ MorC(B,B)

is not exact. In fact, if it were, the fact that 1B ∈ Ker(v∗) would imply the
existence of a morphism B

w
−→ A in C such that u∗(w) = 1B , which would
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furnish x = 1B(x) = u(w(x)) = w(x) for x ∈ B; but the mapping x ∈ B 7→ x ∈

A is not continuous.

The dual exactness criterion of the one given in Theorem 3.6 reads:

Theorem 3.10. For u ∈ MorC(A,B) and v ∈ MorC(B,C), the following
conditions are equivalent:

(a) v is a strict morphism and the sequence

A
u

−→ B
v

−→ C −→ O

is exact;

(b) for each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(C,D)
v∗
−→ MorC(B,D)

u∗

−→ MorC(A,D)

of group homomorphisms is exact, where v∗(ψ) = ψv for ψ ∈ MorC(C,D) and
u∗(ϕ) = ϕu for ϕ ∈ MorC(B,D).

As in Theorem 3.6, the strictness of v is essential for the validity of (a) ⇒
(b) in Theorem 3.10. Finally, as before, we may mention the following

Corollary 3.11 [2]. If C is an abelian category, u ∈ MorC(A,B) and
v ∈ MorC(B,C), the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) the sequence

A
u

−→ B
v

−→ C −→ O

is exact;

(b) for each D ∈ Ob(C), the sequence

O −→ MorC(C,D)
v∗
−→ MorC(B,D)

u∗

−→ MorC(A,D)

of group homomorphisms is exact.
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